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A bstract
This Thesis aims to explore users' image seeking behaviour in online multilingual
environments. In particular, it focuses on identifying users' actions/interactions- and
on enquiring into users' rationales and justifications for their actions. In addition, it
aims to identify the factors which have affected and/or informed users’ image seeking
behaviour in multilingual environments. In this context, an inductive research approach
and specifically ‘ Grounded Theory’ as a m ethodology were adopted.

A mixture of

four different methods (questionnaire, observation, retrospective thinking aloud and
interview), both qualitative and quantitative, were employed for data collection.
For the purposes o f this thesis, two studies were conducted.

In particular, an

Exploratory Study served as the means for gaining a first insight into users’ image
seeking behaviour. This in turn, informed the design and conduction of the Main Study.
A procedural analysis of the data collected was adopted focusing on identifying users’
actions/interactions, their rationales behind these actions and finally the consequences
o f these actions.
A substantive theory o f users’ non-linear image seeking behaviour in a multilingual
context emerged from the data. In particular, twenty seven concepts and numerous
codes emerged and were accordingly assigned to the three distinct areas: conditions,
actions and consequences. In the quest for a higher conceptual analysis, four conceptual
categories were identified in the concepts: Knowledge of Languages, Query Domain,
System and Search.

Diagrams were used to illustrate the theory found in data, to

demonstrate the relationships among concepts and to gain analytical distance from
data.
This thesis contributes to our understanding of the diversity and complexity of
users’ searching experiences in multilingual environments and fills a gap in the relevant
literature by providing substantive insights into the relationship between the interface
and users’ actions. In addition, it contributes to learning how users’ perceive, adopt
and adjust M LIR systems to their needs and their search behaviour.

This in turn,

contributes to informing the design of efficient M LIR systems which support effective
search behaviour and performance.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The wide spread adoption o f the World W ide Web (W W W ), the passage to the Se
mantic Web, the increasing amount of information produced daily in various languages
and the rapid growth of non-English native speaking users demonstrate a need for
developing systems for supporting Multi-Lingual Information Retrieval (M LIR) and
Access (M LIA). A variety of different techniques for implementing and organizing dif
ferent linguistic resources and achieving improved retrieval results have been tested
and evaluated. These efforts aimed to provide the best possible system for the average
web user to search for and retrieve the desired information regardless of the language
in which it was written.
In this context, research was focused initially on developing M LIR systems with
little regard for the user. That is development was largely technology driven. More
recently, the need to recognize the user’s point of view in the gathering of requirements
and the evaluation of systems has been understood. But even here, such developments
took place in a limited way.

Specifically, user participation was limited to involve

ment in the evaluation of relevance of the retrieveditems and therefore enabling the
calculation of relevance and recall rather than a more open- ended concern for what
users might actually be doing with such systems. In turn, the small number of studies
which employed users with the view to investigating their behaviour adopted mainly
quantitative methods. This, in turn, was based on the view that defining specific tasks
for users, and approaching the study o f their behaviour in a quantitative way (and ag
gregating the results) will provide with ‘clean’ results which explain how an interface
functions (Karat and Karat, 2003).
Research into image retrieval in multilingual environments was a subset of this
research agenda and as such shared the same assumptions and, it is suggested, exhibited
the same problems. To reiterate, this consisted of predetermined assumptions about
the ‘problem ’- defined in terms o f accuracy and speed of retrieval- and the adoption of
quantitative methods to produce aggregate results. None of this reflected developments

elsewhere, which entailed a ‘turn to the social’ and typically involved, as we shall see,
a more qualitative approach.
Existing studies both in information and image retrieval in multilingual environ
ments, it is argued, failed to capture certain problems that arise- problems, which do
becom e visible under different methodological auspices. In particular, elements such
as the complexity o f users’ information seeking behaviour and the relevance of factors
affecting it may have been initially underestimated or undervalued. In addition, vari
ations in the nature of the user were considered less important than features of the
interface itself. Further, the dominance of the hypothetico- deductive model has re
sulted in largely statistical results which produce aggregate responses and hence tell us
little or nothing about the way in which we might discriminate different user behaviours
and the reasons for them.
In contrast, the adoption o f an inductive approach and the generation of theory
from data using a mixture of both qualitative and quantitative methods- predicated on
the ‘grounded theoretical’ approach became- the methodological basis for the studies
reported in this thesis.

The research described below aimed, by adopting a ‘mixed

m ethod’ approach utilizing both qualitative and quantitative results, to fill in this gap
by focusing on users’ image seeking behaviour in multilingual environments from a user
perspective.

1.1

Aim

This study aimed to investigate users’ image seeking behaviour in multilingual en
vironments.

In particular, it focused on identifying users’ actions/interactions- and

on enquiry into users’ rationales and justifications for their actions.

In addition, it

aimed to identify the factors which have affected an d /or informed users’ image seeking
behaviour in multilingual environments.
The study is not about testing or verifying a hypothesis since there was no relevant
pre-existing literature in users’ image seeking behaviour in multilingual environments
from which to work. It is predicated on the view that valid evaluation of systems must
entail the study of ‘systems in use’ . In other words, it is based on a socio-technical
view of the problems relating to the use of such systems. Interfaces cannot be properly
evaluated independently of the way in which people actually use them.

1.2

Contribution to Knowledge

This thesis contributes to our understanding o f users’ searching experiences in multi
lingual environments and fills a gap in the relevant literature by providing substantive

insights into the relationship between interface and action. In particular, it contributed
to providing an insight into users’ image seeking behaviour focusing on users’ rationales
and justifications for their actions. In particular, the procedural analysis, presentation
o f findings and of the emergent theory provided a valuable understanding of the search
process which users employ while searching.

This in turn, contributed to learning

how users’ perceive, interpret and employ M LIR systems and adjust systems to their
needs and their general search characteristics and not the other way around.

This

understanding informed the design of efficient M LIR systems which support effective
search behaviour and performance without placing additional or unnecessary cognitive
demands on users wide acceptance of these systems.

1.3

Outline of Chapters

This thesis consists o f six chapters. An outline of these chapters is presented here.
In Chapter 2, a brief review of the Information Seeking Behaviour (ISB) literature
is presented, followed by a more focused review of the literature on Multilingual Infor
mation Retrieval (M LIR). Related terms are defined followed by a brief history of the
technological developments achieved to create systems which supported MLIR. In turn,
the focus is on the contributions made by the existing literature. It will be suggested
that, in the main, this literature has been either system- centred, with no role for user
studies, or user- centred in a limited way, the limits being defined by hypotheticodeductive, experimental approaches which employ mainly quantitative methods.
The review of literature concludes with a review of the literature on image re
trieval in multilingual environments which, is the research area of this study. It will
be suggested that issues o f ‘trust’ and ‘confidence’ , increasingly raised as issues in user
behaviour in other literature (e.g. social sciences see (Deutsch, 1958), psychology see
(Erikson, 1968)), may be relevant here. Indeed, it became apparent during the course
o f the studies that trust and confidence were important factors in understanding user
behaviour. Finally, a brief outline of Human Computer Interaction research and how
it evolved is presented because it also informed this study. In particular, it provided
the grounds for the move to a more qualitative approach and for an approach which
allowed some redefinition of the research problem as the study proceeded. The appre
ciation of ‘context’ found in the HCI literature was a basis for understanding that the
complexity of user behaviours cannot be easily grasped without an understanding of
contextual factors. The focus of studies turned, to coin a phrase, from ‘user’ to ‘using’.
In Chapter 3, the contrast between existing hypothetico- deductive research ap
proaches, and a more inductive and ‘grounded’ approach is examined and the latter
justified. In addition, Grounded Theory (G T ) is illustrated and the choice of the Straus-

sian G T is explained as the predefined m ethodology for enabling a successful collection
and analysis of data. An outline o f the research setting is then presented which in turn
determined the kind, number and way methods were implemented. Mixed Methods
Research (M M R) is then described. To be clear, where G T is a m ethodology- an ap
proach to analysis and the generation of theory- it does not prescribe any particular
set of methods. Indeed, it is argued that it is suitable for use with any combination of
research methods (Strauss and Corbin, 1998). The generation of theory can be based
on any number o f data collection methods and processes of ‘triangulation’ may be use
ful in testing the validity of observations. M M R is precisely useful for these purposes.
Moreover, the specific methods o f questionnaire, observation, retrospective thinking
aloud and interview and the way they were implemented in this work are briefly illus
trated. Furthermore, the aim and specific elements of the Exploratory Study (ExS) are
explained. In particular, details regarding the test object, user sampling, task, meth
ods designed and employed, data collection and analysis process and ExS’ limitations
are presented. Finally, the elements of Main Study (MnS) are presented in much the
same way.
In chapter 4, the findings from the ExS are presented.

In particular, the phe

nomenon o f users’ searching experiences in multilingual environments was identified.
In this context, the concepts o f users’ usage of modes, users thinking about languages
and paying attention to translations were identified and described. A brief discussion
o f findings in relation to the limited relevant literature is undertaken.

As a result,

the role of ExS was three fold; a) ExS provided the setting for testing the design and
implementation o f the methods employed; b) ExS provided an insight into users’ im
age seeking behaviour; and c) its findings formulated the basis for the emergence of
substantive theory. In particular, it provided some hints of factors such as trust and
confidence in searching and language skills which worth exploring of how and if they
have affected users behaviour.
In Chapter 5, M nS’ Findings are presented in a procedural way. In particular, a
description of the criteria used for identifying the cases (in keeping with a G T ap
proach) o f users’ seeking behaviour in a procedural way is illustrated. Then users were
assigned to each case and one user’s image seeking behaviour in FlickLing for each
case is presented in detail.

As such, diversity of users’ image seeking behaviour in

FlickLing was allowed to emerge and complexity among users’ behaviour were shown.
The identification of the cases and the procedural presentation of analysis enabled the
generation of substantive theory.
In Chapter 6, the way Substantive Theory emerged is presented. In particular, each
o f the emerged concepts and their codes are illustrated and discussed with the rele
vant literature where applicable. The way the four conceptual categories o f Knowledge

o f Languages, Query, Search and System emerged is described and diagrams are em
ployed to demonstrate the relationships found among concepts. Finally, the emerged
substantive theory of users’ non-linear image seeking behaviour in multilingual context
is discussed with the relevant literature of models in Information Seeking Behaviour re
search area. In particular, Foster (2004, 2005, 2006)’s model was used in an attempt to
explain some o f the complexity and the category relations emerging from the research
in this thesis.
In the final Chapter 7, some concluding remarks are presented regarding the re
search area of the study. In particular, the way in which the adopted research approach,
m ethodology and methods led to the exploration of users’ image seeking behaviour in
multilingual environments is illustrated. The way in which the conclusions drawn from
Exploratory Study which subsequently informed Main Study and the contribution of
procedural analysis in identifying the Paradigm and the conceptual categories and con
clusions drawn from the emerged substantive theory are all explored. Finally, ways of
taking this research forward are proposed.
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